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GOAL: 
Description of fermionic superfluids (nuclei 
and quantum gases) far from equilibrium. 
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From quantum mechanics: 

However even if we know the Hamiltonian  
                    can we solve in practice the above equation? 



Consider a nucleus comprising of A nucleons 

Its radius is of the order of: 
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In order to make a reliable calculations we need to consider 

volumes at least  of the order of  
3(2 )V R

From the Fermi gas model we can estimate the momentum 

of the nucleon at the Fermi level: 
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It implies that the nuclear wave function has to be  

known at least in a number of points equal to:  
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But the wave function depends on A variables (disregarding spin): 

1 2( , ,..., , )Ar r r t

and to store the wave function (at fixed t) we need  to store          complex numbers.  
AA

For                   it means   100A  20010 complex numbers! 

Not possible now and  

most likely will never be!!! 

But the situation is even worse because we need to evolve this wave function in time… 



Time evolution 

If we are interested in nuclear processes involving excitations up to 
several hundreds MeV we need to adjust the time step accordingly: 
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And in order to get the energy resolution of the order of keVs 
the length of the time evolution should be: 
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Summarizing: we need to evolve the wave function through 
1 million time steps without loosing numerical precision! 



Density Functional Theory (DFT)  

1990 2012 



It can be shown that instead of wave function one may use a density distribution: 
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Theorem (Hohenberg & Kohn): 

The energy of the nondegenerate ground state of the Fermi system 

 is uniquely determined by its density distribution.  

Density Functional Theory 

Formally rigorous way of approaching any interacting problem by  
mapping it exactly to a much easier-to-solve noninteracting system. 

Static case: 
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P. Hohenberg, W. Kohn, Phys. Rev. 136, B864 (1964) 
W. Kohn, L.J. Sham, Phys. Rev. 140, A1133 (1965) 



Time dependent case: 
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then (Runge & Gross theorem):    
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Up to an arbitrary  
function α(t) 

and consequently the functional exists: 
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E. Runge, E.K.U Gross, PRL 52, 997 (1984) 
B.-X. Xu, A.K. Rajagopal, PRA 31, 2682 (1985) 
G. Vignale, PRA77, 062511 (2008) 
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Formalism for Time Dependent Phenomena: TDSLDA 

Density functional contains normal densities, anomalous density (pairing) and currents: 

Density 
functional for 
unitary Fermi 

gas 

Nuclear energy 
functional: SLy4, 

SkP, SkM*,… 

 
TDSLDA is formulated on the 3D lattice without any symmetry restrictions. 
Initial conditions for TDSLDA are generated through adiabatic switching and quantum friction. 

Local density approximation (no memory effects – adiabatic TDDFT) 



Why TDDFT? 
 
• Unlike ATDHFB, TDSLDA does not require introduction of hard to define collective degrees 

of freedom and there are no ambiguities arising from defining potential energy surfaces 
(PES) and inertias 

• Interaction with basically any external probe (weak or strong) easy to implement  
• Accuracy of description in terms quantized trajectories with Maslov index corrections is  
     at the same level  of theoretical accuracy of a  re-quantization of collective Hamiltonian 
• One-body dissipation is automatically included in the formalism and this is a quantum  
      approach (unlike diffusion models) 
• TD equations are a consequence of the action minimum principle and thus the perils of 
     using minimum of energy trajectories on PES and inertia are not encountered 
• Overall computational effort in TDDSLDA is significantly less that in a ATHFB in a large  
     collective space (five or more dimensions, which requires 5-9 million of configuration  
     presently) and  more accurate numerically  
• There are ways to include collective surface hopping and thus the effects of two-body  
     collisions (surface hopping already studied for more than two decades in chemistry and      
     now entering the condensed matter filed for normal systems)  

Limitations: 
- Only one body observables can be described accurately  (can be overcome by 

Balian-Veneroni method) 
- Requires large computer resources 
- The results depend on the quality of the density functional 



Selected capabilities of the SLDA/TDSLDA codes: 
 full 3D simulations with no symmetry restrictions 
 number of evolved quasiparticle wave functions is of the order of the lattice size: 
      O(104)- O(106) 
 high numerical accuracy for spatial derivatives using FFTW  
 for TD high-accuracy and numerically stable Adams–Bashforth–Milne 5th order 

predictor-corrector-modifier algorithm with only 2 evaluations of the rhs per 
time step and with no matrix operations 

 Eg. we evolve 4x136626=546504 coupled eigenvectors for  238 U on the lattice: 
      50x50x80 fm (mesh size: 1.25fm) with energy cutoff 100MeV to an accuracy 
      10-8 
 volumes  of the order of (L = 803)  capable of simulating time evolution of 42000 

neutrons at saturation density (possible application: neutron stars)      

 capable of simulating up to times of the order of 10-19 s (a few million time steps) 
 CPU vs GPU   on Titan ≈ 15 speed-up  (likely an additional factor of 4 possible) 

       Eg. for 137062  two component wave functions:  
           CPU version (4096 nodes x 16 PEs) - 27.90 sec for 10 time steps 
           GPU version (4096 PEs + 4096GPU) -   1.84 sec for 10 time steps 
 
 





Physical systems and processes we are interested in: 

 
 Collective states in nuclei 

 Nuclear large amplitude collective motion (LACM) 

                 (Induced) nuclear fission  

 Excitation of nuclei with gamma rays and neutrons 

 Coulomb excitation of nuclei with relativistic heavy-ions  

 Nuclear reactions,  fusion between colliding heavy-ions 

 Neutron star crust and dynamics of vortices and their  

     pinning mechanism 

 

 Dynamics of vortices, Anderson-Higgs Mode 

 Vortex crossing and reconnection and the onset of quantum 

turbulence 

 Domain wall solitons and shock waves in collision of 

fermionic superfluid atomic clouds 



Nuclear DFT 



Nuclear dynamics from time dependent density functional theory 

Photoabsorption cross section 
for heavy, deformed nuclei. 
 
(gamma,n) reaction 
through the excitation of GDR 

I.Stetcu, A.Bulgac, P. Magierski, K.J. Roche, Phys. Rev. C84 051309 (2011) 



Evolution of occupation probabilities 

Box size: 32.5fm (mesh size: 1.25fm) 
Energy deposited into a nucleus: 45-50MeV 
Adiabatic switching of external perturbation: C*exp[-(t-10)^2/2] 
Time window for Fourier transform: 1600 fm/c 
Time step: 0.12fm/c  -> relative accuracy: 10^(-7) 



Coupling to e.m. field: 



Coulomb excitation of GDR with relativistic heavy-ions computed in TDSLDA 
                                                                                                                         I. Stetcu et al.  Movie 

Relativistic  Coulomb excitation 

208 238 238 * ...  at about 700 MeV/nPb U U  

Isoscalar density Isovector density 



Impact parameter b=12.2fm 

Energy deposited for two nuclear orientations (y – perpendicular, z – parallel) 

Neutron emission 



Electric dipole moment (along two axes: y, z) as a function of time 

Oscillations are damped due to the one-body dissipation mechanism 



GDR 

DGDR or GQR 
Pygmy? 

- impact parameter 

Electromagnetic radiation due to the internal nuclear motion 

Radiation 

Multipolarities 

I. Stetcu et al. 

Radiation due to 
CM motion 



Neutron scattering of 238U computed in TDSLDA with 
absorbing boundary conditions 
                                                                                  I. Stetcu et al.  Movie 



Real-time induced fission of 280Cf computed in TDSLDA 
                                                                                  I. Stetcu et al.  Movie 



M.W. Zwierlein et al.,  

Nature, 435, 1047 (2005) 
6system of fermionic   atomsLi

BEC side: 

a>0 

BCS side: 

a<0 

UNITARY REGIME 

n |a|3 >> 1 n r0
3 << 1 

Cold atomic gas in the unitary regime 

n - particle density 

r0 -  effective range 

a - scattering length 

Universality: 
0    for 0FGE E T 

0 0.376(5) 

FGE - Energy of noninteracting Fermi gas 

- Bertsch parameter (Exp.estimate) 



Cold atomic gases and high Tc superconductors 

From Fischer et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 79, 353 (2007) &  
          P. Magierski, G. Wlazłowski, A. Bulgac, Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 145304 (2011) 
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SLDA energy density functional at unitarity 

GFMC     - Chang and Bertsch, Phys. Rev. A 76, 021603(R) (2007) 
FN-DMC - von Stecher, Greene and Blume, PRL 99, 233201 (2007) 
                                                                               PRA 76, 053613 (2007) 

Bulgac, PRA  76, 040502(R) (2007) 

Fermions at unitarity in a harmonic trap 
Total energies E(N) 

SLDA  for unitary Fermi gas 

SLDA – Superfluid  Local  Density Approximation   



A. Bulgac, M.M. Forbes, P. Magierski, in BCS-BEC crossover and the Unitary Fermi gas 
„Lecture Notes in Physics” v.836, p. 305, ed. W. Zwerger (2012) 



dynamics  

of vortex rings 

Heavy spherical  

object moving  

through  

the superfluid  

unitary Fermi gas 

Excitation of vortices through stirring 



Road to quantum turbulence 

Classical turbulence:  energy is transfered from large scales to small scales   
                                    where it eventually dissipates. 
 

Kolmogorov spectrum:     E(k)=C ε2/3 k-5/3 

 

E – kinetic energy per unit mass associated with the scale 1/k 

ε  -  energy rate (per unit mass) transfered to the system at large scales. 

k  -  wave number (from Fourier transformation of the velocity field). 

C – dimensionless constant. 

Superfluid turbulence (quantum turbulence): disordered set of quantized vortices. 

The friction between the superfluid and normal part of the fluid serves as a source 

of energy dissipation. 

 

 
Problem: how the energy is dissipated in the superfluid system at small scales 
               at T=0?  - „pure” quantum turbulence 
 

Possibility: vortex reconnections → Kelvin  waves → phonon radiation 
 



Vortex reconnections 

Bulgac, Luo, Magierski, Roche, Yu, Science 332, 1288 (2011) 

More movies here:    www.phys.washington.edu/groups/qmbnt/UFG/ 



A new method to construct the ground state which eschews  
big matrix diagonalization: 
                adiabatic switching with  quantum friction 

Main advantage:  
Replace iterative procedure which requires  
O(N3) operations for diagonalization with 
time evolution which requires only O(N2 ln(N)) 
operations per time step. 



TDSLDA applications: 

 

1) Nuclear physics: 

- Electromagnetic response 

- Pairing vibrations 

- Heavy ion collisions 

- Induced fission 

- Neutron scattering/capture 

 

2) Neutron stars: 

- Dynamics of vortices 

- Vortex pinning mechanism in the neutron star crust (glitches) 

 

3) Various applications in cold atom physics. 
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 Plus a few other chapters in various books. 


